The disclosure discloses a wireless access device (2), which includes: a wireless module (204) which establishes a wireless connection with a network, a solid state memory (203) partitioned into different storage volumes, a driver management module (202) and an enumeration management module (201). In the solid state memory, the fourth storage volume stores a bootstrap, the first storage volume stores an operating system and system management software, and the third storage volume stores encryption driver management software, device drive software and device management software. The driver management module (202) stores storage volume information. The enumeration management module (201) enumerates the fourth storage volume storing the bootstrap as a driver after the wireless access device is powered on, and is switched to a host mode or a peripheral device mode according to the received command indicating to switch to the host module transmitted by the bootstrap which is run on computer device and the storage volume information in the driver management module. The disclosure also discloses a wireless access method. The purpose of the disclosure is to provide the wireless access device which is easy to be maintained and convenient for carry, and the wireless access method, so as to improve user experience and security.
a wireless access device accesses to a computer device, and the wireless access device enumerates a fourth storage volume where a bootstrap exists as a driver after being powered on

the wireless access device receives a command which indicates to switch to a host mode transmitted by the bootstrap, and then switches to the host mode; and if the command which indicates to switch to the host mode is not received, the wireless access device switches to a peripheral device mode

the wireless access device runs in the host mode or the peripheral device mode
WIRELESS ACCESS DEVICE AND METHOD

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to the field of wireless data communications and computer technology, in particular to a wireless access device and a wireless access method.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Personal computing is a computing mode which provides computing service for a single user on a specific software and hardware device. The user environment and computing performance of a personal computer are determined by software and hardware systems of a single computer device. The personal computer, the mobile phone and the like are common computer devices. The computer device has the following disadvantages: firstly, the operating system of the computer is required to be maintained by a user, and the work, such as upgrading the operating system and the software, is required to be operated by the user himself; and secondly, upgrading the hardware of the computer device sometimes causes reinstalling of the operating system, which brings a great inconvenience to the user.

[0003] At present, the personal computing is changing towards the cloud computing. The cloud computing, which is proposed by Google, is a dynamic and easily extendable application mode and generally provides virtual resource computing through the Internet. At the beginning, the cloud computing is introduced into devices, such as a computer, a mobile phone and the like, in the form of a web application and the user can experience the cloud computing, such as online document editing, cloud storing, cloud input method editor and the like on line. In a pure cloud computing mode, a terminal used by the user is only a display and input device and all the applications are implemented in the cloud.

[0004] There are mainly two ways of using the cloud computing: one is to log in the cloud through a browser of the operating system in the computer device; and the other is to log in the cloud through a cloud terminal. The cloud terminal, which is like an Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) of a bank, only provides a basic input and output interface with a cloud server and a network for accessing to the cloud server. When the cloud is logged in through the browser of the operating system in the computer device, the cloud computing is limited by the network access; if the user only has the computer device while the network connection does not exist, then the user cannot log in the cloud; meanwhile, when the user uses different computer devices to log in the cloud, generally the authentication information including a user name and a password needs to be input; if the user logs in the cloud on a public computer device, the security of the authentication information is largely depended on the security of the public computer device and the security of the network to which the public computer device connects, so that potential security hazard exists. Furthermore, the user needs to maintain the computer device to guarantee its usability, and if the local operating system is in fault, the cloud computing cannot be used.

[0005] The personal computing and the cloud computing both have advantages and disadvantages, so the two computing ways will be coexisted for a long time in the future. The user can experience the convenience of the cloud computing and the advantages of the personal computing are also reserved, which is regarded as a technical development direction. However, there is not a definite solution currently.

SUMMARY

[0006] In view of this, the main purpose of the disclosure is to provide a wireless access device and a wireless access method, which may improve the user experience and be easy to be maintained, high in security and convenient for carry.

[0007] In order to realize the purpose, the technical solution of the disclosure is realized below.

[0008] The disclosure provides a wireless access device, which includes: a wireless module which establishes a wireless connection with a network and a solid state storage memory which is partitioned into different storage volumes,

[0009] wherein in the solid state storage, a fourth storage volume stores a bootstrap program, a first storage volume stores an operating system and a system management software, and a third storage volume stores an encryption driver management software, a device drive software and a device management software,

[0010] wherein the wireless access device further includes an enumeration management module and a driver management module;

[0011] the driver management module is configured to store information of the storage volumes;

[0012] the enumeration management module is configured to: enumerate the fourth storage volume storing the bootstrap as a driver after the wireless access device is powered on; switch to a host mode according to the information of the storage volumes in the driver management module when it is determined that a command which indicates to switch to the host mode transmitted by the bootstrap running on a computer device is received, and enumerate the first storage volume, the third storage volume and the wireless module as drivers; switch to a peripheral device mode according to the information of the storage volumes in the driver management module when it is determined that the command which indicates to switch to the host mode is not received, and enumerate the third storage volume and the wireless module as drivers.

[0013] In above-mentioned solution, the wireless access device further includes: a timer configured to initiate when the wireless access device is powered on, wherein the enumeration management module is configured to: read a timing time of the timer, and transmits the command which indicates to switch to the host mode to the driver management module when the command which indicates to switch to the host mode is not received within the timing time of the timer; receive host mode storage volume information transmitted by the driver management module, enumerate the first storage volume and the third storage volume as drivers, and meanwhile enumerate the wireless module as a driver, and cancel the enumeration for the fourth storage volume; and meanwhile the bootstrap resets the computer device; and the driver management module is configured to receive the command which indicates to switch to the host mode from the enumeration management module, and transmit the host mode storage volume information to the enumeration management module.

[0014] In above-mentioned solution, the enumeration management module is configured to: transmit a command which indicates to switch to the peripheral device mode to the driver management module when it is determined that the command which indicates to switch to the host mode is not received within the timing time, receive information of the third storage volume, and enumerates the third storage vol-
ume as a driver according to the information of the third storage volume; receives a command which indicates to enumerate continuously from the encryption driver management software or the device management software running on the computer device, and enumerates the wireless module as a driver; and the driver management module is configured to receive the command which indicates to switch to the peripheral device mode transmitted from the enumeration management module, and returns the information of the third storage volume to the enumeration management module.

[0015] In above-mentioned solution, the solid state memory further includes a second storage volume for storing user data; the enumeration management module is configured to enumerate the second storage volume as a driver when the enumeration management mode is in the host mode and information of the second storage volume indicates to participate in the enumeration and when the first storage volume, the third storage volume and the wireless module are enumerated as drivers; and the enumeration management module transmits the received command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the driver management module after enumerating the third storage volume as a driver in the peripheral device mode, enumerates the second storage volume as a driver according to the returned information of the second storage volume which indicates to participate in the enumeration, and meanwhile enumerates the wireless module as a driver; and the driver management module is configured to receive the command which indicates to enumerate continuously and transmits the information of the second storage volume to the enumeration management module.

[0016] In above-mentioned solution, the wireless access device further includes: a device security module configured to receive user inputted authentication information transmitted by the encryption driver management software or the device management software, and transmit information of successful authentication to the encryption management software or the device management software after the successful authentication, and the encryption driver management software or the device management software transmits the command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the enumeration management module.

[0017] In above-mentioned solution, the device security module is further configured to receive the authentication information transmitted by the operating system, confirming the successful authentication and allowing the user to log in the operating system, log in the cloud and access to the network through the operating system when logging in the operating system, logging in the cloud and accessing to the network through the operating system in the host mode; and the device security module is further configured to log in the cloud and access to the network through the operating system in the host mode and the wireless module, receive the authentication information transmitted by the wireless module, confirm the successful authentication and allow the user to log in the cloud and access to the network in the peripheral device mode.

[0018] In above-mentioned solution, the wireless access device further includes: a device interface configured to provide a channel to connect with the computer device, wherein a level of a circuit of the channel is high after the device interface is powered on; and the enumeration management module is connected with the device interface, and the wireless access device is powered on when it is determined that the level of the circuit connected with the device interface is high,

[0019] The disclosure further provides a wireless access method, which includes:

[0020] a wireless access device is powered on, a fourth storage volume storing a bootstrap is enumerated as a driver, wireless access device is switched to a host mode when it is determined that a command which indicates to switch to a host mode transmitted by the bootstrap is received, and a first storage volume, a third storage volume and a wireless module are enumerated as drivers; an operating system in the wireless access device is uploaded, and the wireless access device accesses to a network through the wireless module;

[0021] The wireless access device is switched to a peripheral device mode when it is determined that the command which indicates to switch to the host mode transmitted by the bootstrap is not received, the third storage volume and the wireless module are enumerated as drivers, and the wireless access device accesses to the network through the wireless module.

[0022] In above-mentioned solution, the switching to the host mode includes: a timer is initiated after the wireless access device is powered on, the wireless access device is switched to the host mode when the command which indicates to switch to the host mode transmitted by the bootstrap running on a computer device is received within a timing time; the first storage volume, the third storage volume and the wireless module are enumerated as drivers according to self-stored information of the first storage volume and the third storage volume, and meanwhile the enumeration for the storage volume where the bootstrap exists is cancelled.

[0023] In above-mentioned solution, the switching to the peripheral device mode includes: a timer is initiated after the wireless access device is powered on. The wireless access device is switched to the peripheral device mode when the command which indicates to switch to the host mode is not received within a timing time, and the third storage volume is enumerated as a driver according to the self-stored information of the third storage volume; a computer device transmits a command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the wireless access device by running an encryption driver management software or a device management software; or the computer device transmits the command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the wireless access device by running the encryption driver management software or the device management software and inputting authentication information which is successfully authenticated by a device security module, and the wireless access device enumerates the wireless module as a driver.

[0024] In above-mentioned solution, the wireless access device includes a second storage volume for storing user data, the method further includes: the wireless access device is switched to the host mode, the second storage volume is enumerated as a driver when the wireless access device enumerates the first storage volume, the third storage volume and the wireless module as drivers and when information of the second storage volume indicates to participate in the enumeration; and the wireless access device is switched to the peripheral device mode, the third storage volume is enumerated as a driver, and the computer device transmits a command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the wireless access device; and the wireless access device enumerates the second storage volume as a driver according to self-stored information of the second storage volume which indicates to participate in the enumeration, and meanwhile the wireless module is enumerated as a driver.
In the above-mentioned solution, powering on the wireless access device includes: the wireless access device reads an interface level of a device interface connected to the computer device, and the wireless access device is powered on when the interface level is high.

By adopting the wireless access device and the wireless access method disclosed by the disclosure, advantages of the computer device and the cloud computing are combined; the wireless module is arranged internally, which can provide wireless access when the computer device does not have a wired network, so as to facilitate network connection, for example it is more convenient to use the cloud service; the operating system is arranged internally and the operating system environment can only be modified and used by an attributive user; when the user uses the operating system on different computer devices, the operating system environment is the same, which can benefit the user experience; and the operating system is separated from the computer hardware, so that the upgrading of the hardware have no influence on the use of the operating system; and the built-in software of the wireless access device can be customized according to personal requirements, so that the individualization is relatively high;

Furthermore, the user does not need to maintain the system as the built-in system management software can upgrade and maintain the operating system automatically; the authentication is performed by the device security module and only when the preset password in the accessed wireless access device and the serial number of the wireless access device are consistent with the authentication information input by the user, the operating system or cloud can be logged in, so that the system security is enhanced; in addition, the wireless access device is small in volume and easy for carry.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is schematic diagram showing an internal partition of a solid state storage according to the disclosure; FIG. 2 a structural diagram showing a wireless access device according to the disclosure; and FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing a wireless access method according to the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The basic idea of the disclosure is that: an enumeration management module enumerates a fourth storage volume storing a bootstrap as a driver after a wireless access device is powered on; the computer device connected with the wireless access device reads the bootstrap, loads and runs the bootstrap, when it is determined that a command which indicates to switch to a host mode transmitted by the bootstrap which is run on the computer device is received, the enumeration management module enumerates the first storage volume, the third storage volume, the second storage volume and the wireless module as drivers according to the information of the first storage volume, the third storage volume, the second storage volume and the second storage volume in the driver management module and cancels the enumeration of the fourth storage volume and then the computer device reads and loads the contents in the drivers; if the command which indicates to switch to the host mode is not received, then the wireless access device is switched to the peripheral device mode and the third storage volume, the second storage volume and the wireless module are enumerated as drivers according to the information of the third storage volume and the second storage volume in the driver management module, and then the computer device reads and loads the contents in the driver;

the computer device does not have a wireless access function; the storage volume is a partitioning of a solid state memory; and as shown in the FIG. 1, the fourth storage volume stores the bootstrap, the first storage volume stores an operating system and a system management software, the third storage volume stores an encryption driver management software, a device drive software and a device management software, and the second storage volume stores user data, wherein the first storage volume can be partitioned into several storage volumes again according to the situation; the second storage volume can be existent or nonexistent; if the second storage volume is existent, the second storage volume may include several storage volumes, namely, the second storage volume can store multiple user data. The bootstrap is loaded and executed to transmit the command which indicates to switch to the host mode to the enumeration management module after being read by the computer device; the encryption driver management software is loaded and then is configured to initiate the continuous enumeration of the enumeration management module in the peripheral device mode after being read by the computer device; the device drive software including drive program and the like of the wireless module is a drive program of the access device; the device management software is loaded after being read by the computer device and is configured to set storage volume information in the driver management module and initiate the continuous enumeration of the enumeration management module in the peripheral device mode; the storage volume information includes the attribute of each storage volume such as read-only and readable-writable, state of each storage volume such as participating in the enumeration or not participating in the enumeration and the like; participating in the enumeration means that the enumeration management module enumerates the storage volume; not participating in the enumeration means that the enumeration management module does not enumerate the storage volume; one storage volume except the third storage volume and the fourth storage volume can be set as not participating in the enumeration by means of the device management software; the user data relate to any data required to be stored by the user; the system management software is loaded after being read by the computer device, and the system management software can be either integrated to the operating system or existent independently which is decided by the operating system per se, and is used for searching and installing software upgrading information in the network or cloud; the searching includes: reading the name and version of the locally installed software, searching software in the network or cloud of which the name is consistent with that of the locally installed software; if the version of the searched software is higher than the locally installed software, then the software in the network or cloud is installed, otherwise the original version is still kept.

The disclosure is illustrated in detail with reference to specific embodiments and accompanying drawings; as shown in the FIG. 2, a wireless access device is configured to connect with a computer device which does not have a wireless access function; and the wireless access device includes: an enumeration management module 201, a driver management module 202, a solid state memory 203 and a wireless module 204;
the solid state memory 203 is partitioned into different storage volumes wherein a fourth storage volume stores a bootstrap, a first storage volume stores an operating system and a system management software, a third storage volume stores an encryption driver management software, a device drive software and a device management software, and a second storage volume stores user date; the first storage volume and the second storage volume are partitioned into several storage volumes again based on the situation; the solid state memory stores data by using a switching state of a transistor inside a storage chip and has the advantages of small volume, low power consumption and strong earthquake resistance;

the driver management module 202 is configured to store information of the storage volume; and the information of the storage volume can be preset in the driver management module 202, which can be realized through the configuration of the device management software;

the enumeration management module 201 is configured to: enumerate the fourth storage volume in the solid state memory 203 as a read-only driver after the wireless access device is powered on, switch to the host mode according to the information of the storage volume in the driver management module 202 when it is determined that a command which indicates to switch to the host mode transmitted by the bootstrap which is running on the computer device is received, enumerate the first storage volume, the third storage volume, the second storage volume and the wireless module 204; the number of drivers, and cancel the enumeration for the fourth storage volume; the enumeration management module 201 is further configured to: not enumerate the second storage volume when the information of the second storage volume indicates that it does not participate in the enumeration, wherein the wireless access device does not provide a storage space; the enumeration management module 201 is further configured to: switch to the peripheral device mode when the command which indicates to switch to the host mode is not received, and enumerate the third storage volume, the second storage volume and the wireless module 204 as drivers according to the information of the storage volume in the driver management module 202, wherein the information of the first storage volume indicates to not participate in the enumeration, and no enumeration is performed on the first storage volume; and furthermore, if the information of the second storage volume indicates that it does not participate in the enumeration, then no enumeration is performed on the second storage volume and the wireless access device does not provide storage space; the enumeration is a process which enables the storage volume in the solid state memory 203 to be identified by the computer device; the enumeration of the fourth storage volume can be performed by means of the information of the fourth storage volume preset by the module per se or by reading the information of the fourth storage volume in the driver management module 202; the host mode means that the wireless access device accesses to the computer device and then the computer device is initiated; and the peripheral device mode means that the wireless access device accesses to the computer device which has been initiated;

the wireless module 204 is configured to establish a wireless connection with the network, including Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi), cellular data connection and the like;

the computer device reads and loads the bootstrap in a driver corresponding to the fourth storage volume; the bootstrap transmits the command which indicates to switch to the host mode to the enumeration management module 201; the computer device resets through the bootstrap, wherein the reset includes: the bootstrap transmits a reset command to the computer device and the computer device resets according to the reset command; after the reset, the computer device reads and loads contents in the identified driver, which includes: the operating system and system management software in a driver corresponding to the first storage volume is loaded, and the encryption driver management software, device drive software and device management software in a driver corresponding to the third storage volume are read and loaded; a driver corresponding to the second storage volume is read and the wireless module 204 is available by means of the drive software of the wireless module 204 in the loaded device drive software, or the bootstrap is read but cannot be loaded when the operating system per se is in operating the encryption driver management software, the device drive software and the device management software in the driver corresponding to the third storage volume are read and load; and the driver corresponding to the second storage volume is read, and the wireless module 204 can be available by means of the drive software of the wireless module 204 in the loaded device drive software as the wireless module 204 per se does not have the drive software.

The wireless access device further includes:

a timer 207 which is configured to be initiated when the wireless access device is powered on, wherein a timing time can be set according to experience;

the enumeration management module 201 is further configured to: read the time of the timer 207 and enter into the host mode to transmit the command indicating to switch to the host mode to the driver management module 202 when determining that the command indicating to switch to the host mode is received within the timing time; receive the storage volume information of the host mode transmitted by the driver management module 202, wherein the storage volume information of the host mode includes: the information of the first storage volume, the third storage volume and the second storage volume; and enumerate the first storage volume, the third storage volume and the second storage volume as drivers; meanwhile enumerate the wireless module 204 as a driver and cancel the enumeration for the fourth storage volume according to the attributes and states of the storage volumes in the storage volume information of the host mode;

the driver management module 202 is configured to: receive the command indicating to switch to the host mode from the enumeration management module 201 and transmit the storage volume information of the host mode to the enumeration management module.

The enumeration management module 201 is further configured to: enter into the peripheral device mode and transmit the command indicating to switch to the peripheral device mode to the driver management module 202 when the command indicating to switch to the host mode is not received within the timing time, and enumerate the third storage volume as the driver according to the received third storage volume information which includes the attribute and state of the third storage volume; transmit the received command which indicates to enumerate continuously and is transmitted by the encryption driver management software or the device management software to the driver management module 202, and enumerate the second storage volume as a driver.
according to the received information of the second storage volume and enumerate the wireless module 204 as a driver; and

[0044]  the driver management module 202 is further configured to: receive the command which indicates to switch to the peripheral device mode and is transmitted by the enumeration management module 201 and transmit the information of the third storage volume to the enumeration management module 201; receive the command which indicates to enumerate continuously and is transmitted by the enumeration management module 201 and transmit the information of the second storage volume to the enumeration management module 201.

[0045]  The wireless access device further includes:

[0046]  an device security module 205 which is configured to receive user inputted enumeration authentication information which is transmitted by the encryption driver management software or the device management software; after the successful authentication, return information of successful authentication to the encryption driver management software or the device management software, wherein the encryption drive management software or the device management software transmit the command indicating to enumerate continuously to the enumeration management module 201; the enumeration authentication information can be a password and a serial number of the wireless access device or in other forms, wherein the serial number of the wireless access device is an unique identifier of the wireless access device and is preset in the device security module 205, and the authentication is a process of confirming the legality of the authentication information which can be implemented by any authentication way in the related art, for example presetting a password or reading the user inputted authentication information can be adopted, if the preset password is determined to be consistent with the serial number of the wireless access device, then the input authentication information, the authentication is successful, otherwise, the authentication is failed.

[0047]  The device security module 205 is further configured to receive user inputted login authentication information which is transmitted by the operating system which is run on the computer device when the user performs the operations such as accessing to the network and logging in the cloud through the operating system; after the successful authentication, allow the user to perform the operations such as accessing to the network and logging in the cloud, wherein the login authentication information can be the password and the serial number of the wireless access device or in other forms;

[0048]  the wireless access device further includes:

[0049]  a device interface 206 which can be the Universal Serial Bus (USB) interface or other interfaces in related art, is configured to provide a connection between the wireless access device and the computer device, wherein when the wireless access device is powered on, the level of the interface is high;

[0050]  the enumeration management module 201 is further configured to read the level of the device interface 206; and if the level is high, then the device is powered on; and

[0051]  a timer 207 is configured to read the level of the device interface 206, and if the level is high, then the device is powered on and the timer is initiated for timing.

[0052]  Based on the wireless access device, the disclosure also provides a wireless access method, as shown in the FIG. 3, which includes the steps below.

[0053]  Step 301, the fourth storage volume where the bootstrap exists is enumerated as a driver after a wireless access device accesses to a computer device and the wireless access device is powered on; the wireless access device is a device which belongs to a build-in operating system and wireless module; the bootstrap is configured to run and transmit the command indicating to switch to the host mode to the enumeration management module after being read by the computer device;

[0054]  the wireless access device accesses to the computer device, wherein the accessing process includes: the wireless access device is connected with the computer device which which is not started up; or the wireless access device is connected with the computer device which is started up; when the computer device connected with the wireless access device is started up or the wireless access device is connected with the computer device which is started up and when the level of the device interface for the connection of the wireless access and the computer device is high, the wireless access device is powered on and the wireless access device enumerates the fourth storage volume as a driver, wherein the enumeration enables the storage volume of the wireless access device to be identified by the computer device.

[0055]  Step 302, after receiving the command which indicates to switch to a host mode and is transmitted by the bootstrap, the wireless access device switches to the host mode, wherein if the command indicating to switch to the host mode is not received, then the wireless access device switches to a peripheral device mode;

[0056]  after the wireless access device is powered on, a built-in timer is initiated; a timing time of the timer can be set according to experience; if the computer device is connected with the wireless access device after the computer device is started up, the bootstrap cannot be read an uploaded as the computer device has run the operating system per se, as a result of which, the wireless access device cannot receive the command which indicates to switch to the host mode and is transmitted by the bootstrap within the timing time, the wireless access device enters into the peripheral mode and enumerates the third storage volume as a driver according to the self-stored storage volume information, wherein the information of the first storage volume indicates to not participate in the enumeration, and then the wireless access device does not enumerate the first storage volume, the computer device reads and loads the encryption driver management software, the device management software and the device drive software in the third storage volume, and the encryption driver management software or the device management software transmits the command indicating to enumerate continuously to the wireless access device; or when the wireless access device is internally provided with the device security module, the user is required to input the enumeration authentication information after the encryption driver management software or the device management software in the third storage volume is loaded, and the encryption driver management software or the device management software transmits the enumeration authentication information to a device security module of the wireless access device; the device security module authenticates the enumeration authentication information; after successful authentication, the information of the successful authentication is transmitted to the encryption driver management software or the device management software, and the encryption driver management software or the device management software transmits the command indicating to em-
The wireless access device receives the command indicating to enumerate continuously and enumerates the wireless module as a driver; furthermore, if the wireless access device includes the second storage volume and the information of the second storage volume indicates to participate in the enumeration, then the wireless access device enumerates the second storage volume as a driver; and as the wireless module per se does not have a drive software, the computer device reads and loads the wireless module drive software in the device drive software, so as to make the wireless module available. When the wireless module is available, the WIFI, cellular data connection or other ways can be adopted to establish a connection with the network.

If the computer device is connected with the wireless access device and then is started up, then the computer device can read and load the bootstrap in the driver, as a result of which the wireless access device can receive the command which indicates to switch to the host mode and is transmitted by the bootstrap run on the computer device within the timing time; the wireless access device enters into the host mode and enumerates the first storage volume and the third storage volume as drivers and enumerates the wireless module as a driver according to the self-stored storage volume information; if the wireless access device includes the second storage volume and the information of the second storage volume indicates to participate in the enumeration, the wireless access device enumerates the second storage volume as a driver; in the bootstrap running state, the computer device cannot load the operating system in the driver corresponding to the first storage volume, therefore, in order to prevent the reset computer device from continuously reading and loading the bootstrap in the driver corresponding to the fourth storage volume and entering into a dead circulation, the enumeration for the fourth storage volume needs to be canceled.

After the bootstrap running on the computer device transmits the command indicating to switch to the host mode to the wireless access device, the computer device is reset, wherein the reset computer device is avoided from power failure; the reset computer device reads and loads the operating system, encryption driver management software and device management software in the driver of identified the wireless access device, reads and loads the wireless module drive software in the device drive software to make the wireless module available.

Step 303, the wireless access device runs in the host mode or the peripheral device mode.

When the wireless access device runs in the peripheral device mode, the wireless access device can be used as a USB disk; the computer device can establish a connection with the network through the wireless module of the wireless access device and can log in the cloud; when the wireless access device is internally provided with the device security module and when the user performs the operations such as accessing to the network and logging in the cloud through the operating system and the wireless module of the wireless access device, the wireless module needs to input the login authentication information, and the wireless access devices performs authentication and, after the successful authentication, allows the user to access to the network and log in the cloud through the operating system and the wireless module; and the login authentication information includes a password and a serial number of the wireless access device or in other forms.

When the wireless access device works in the host mode, the operating module in the wireless access device runs on the connected computer device and the network can be connected through the wireless module of the wireless access device; meanwhile, when the wireless access device is internally provided with the device security module and when the user performs the operations such as logging in the operating system, and accessing to the network and logging in the cloud through the operating system, the operating system needs to input the authentication information, and the wireless access device performs authentication and, after the successful authentication, allows the user to log in the operating system, access to the network and log in the cloud through the operating system.

In addition, the operating system and the stored software of the wireless access device can be customized according to the demands of users, so as to be further satisfied with personal requirements. The system management software of the wireless access device can be loaded after being read by the computer device, and can be used for searching and then installing the software upgrading information in the network or cloud, without maintaining the software by the user.

All those described above are only the preferred embodiments of the disclosure and do not mean to limit the scope of the disclosure. Any modifications, equivalent replacements, improvements and the like within the spirit and principle of the disclosure will fall in the scope of the disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A wireless access device, comprising a wireless module which establishes a wireless connection with a network and a solid state memory which is partitioned into different storage volumes, wherein in the solid state storage, a fourth storage volume stores a bootstrap, a first storage volume stores an operating system and a system management software, and a third storage volume stores an encryption driver management software, a device drive software and a device management software,

   wherein the wireless access device further comprises an enumeration management module and a driver management module;

   the driver management module is configured to store information of the storage volumes;

   the enumeration management module is configured to: enumerate the fourth storage volume storing the bootstrap as a driver after the wireless access device is powered on; switch to a host mode according to the information of the storage volumes in the driver management
module when it is determined that a command which indicates to switch to the host mode transmitted by the bootstrap running on a computer device is received, and enumerate the first storage volume, the third storage volume and the wireless module as drivers; switch to a peripheral device mode according to the information of the storage volumes in the driver management module when it is determined that the command which indicates to switch to the host mode is not received, and enumerate the third storage volume and the wireless mode as drivers.

2. The wireless access device according to claim 1, further comprising:
   - a timer configured to initiate when the wireless access device is powered on, wherein the enumeration management module is configured to:
     - read a timing time of the timer, and transmits the command which indicates to switch to the host mode to the driver management module when the command which indicates to switch to the host mode is not received within the timing time of the timer; receive host mode storage volume information transmitted by the driver management module, enumerate the first storage volume and the third storage volume as drivers, and meanwhile enumerate the wireless module as a driver, and cancel the enumeration for the fourth storage volume; and meanwhile the bootstrap resets the computer device; and
     - the driver management module is configured to receive the command which indicates to switch to the host mode from the enumeration management module, and transmit the host mode storage volume information to the enumeration management module.

3. The wireless access device according to claim 2, wherein the enumeration management module is configured to:
   - transmit a command which indicates to switch to the peripheral device module to the driver management module when it is determined that the command which indicates to switch to the host mode is not received within the timing time, receive information of the third storage volume, and enumerates the third storage volume as a driver according to the information of the third storage volume; receives a command which indicates to enumerate continuously from the encryption driver management software or the device management software running on the computer device, and enumerates the wireless module as a driver; and
   - the driver management module is configured to receive the command which indicates to switch to the peripheral device mode transmitted from the enumeration management module, and returns the information of the third storage volume to the enumeration management module.

4. The wireless access device according to claim 1, wherein the solid state memory further comprises a second storage volume for storing user data;
   - the enumeration management module is configured to enumerate the second storage volume as a driver when the wireless access device is in the host mode and information of the second storage volume indicates to participate in the enumeration and when the first storage volume, the third storage volume and the wireless module are enumerated as drivers; and the enumeration management module transmits the received command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the driver management module after enumerating the third storage volume as a driver in the peripheral device mode, enumerates the second storage volume as a driver according to the returned information of the second storage volume which indicates to participate in the enumeration, and meanwhile enumerates the wireless module as a driver; and
   - the driver management module is configured to receive the command which indicates to enumerate continuously and transmits the information of the second storage volume to the enumeration management module.

5. The wireless access device according to claim 4, further comprising:
   - a device security module configured to receive user inputted authentication information transmitted by the encryption driver management software or the device management software, and transmit information of successful authentication to the encryption management software or the device management software after the successful authentication, and the encryption driver management software or the device management software transmits the command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the enumeration management module.

6. The wireless access device according to claim 5, wherein the device security module is further configured to receive the authentication information transmitted by the operating system, confirming the successful authentication and allowing the user to log in to the operating system, logging in the cloud and access to the network through the operating system when logging in the operating system, logging in the cloud and accessing to the network through the operating system in the host mode; and the device security module is further configured to log in to the cloud and access to the network through the operating system and the wireless module, receive the authentication information transmitted by the wireless module, confirm the successful authentication and allow the user to log in to the cloud and access to the network in the peripheral device mode.

7. The wireless access device according to claim 1, further comprising:
   - a device interface configured to provide a channel to connect with the computer device, wherein a level of a circuit of the channel is high after the device interface is powered on; and
   - the enumeration management module is connected with the device interface, and the wireless access device is powered on when it is determined that the level of the circuit connected with the device interface is high.

8. A wireless access method, comprising:
   - powering on a wireless access device, enumerating a fourth storage volume storing a bootstrap as a driver, switching to a host mode when it is determined that a command which indicates to switch to a host mode transmitted by the bootstrap is received, and enumerating a first storage volume, a third storage volume and a wireless module as drivers; uploading an operating system in the wireless access device, and accessing to a network through the wireless module;
   - switching to a peripheral device mode when it is determined that the command which indicates to switch to the host mode transmitted by the bootstrap is not received,
enumerating the third storage volume and the wireless module as drivers, and accessing to the network through the wireless module.

9. The wireless access method according to claim 8, wherein switching to the host mode comprises:
   initiating a timer after the wireless access device is powered on, switching to the host mode when the command which indicates to switch to the host mode transmitted by the bootstrap running on a computer device is received within a timing time;
   enumerating the first storage volume, the third storage volume and the wireless module as drivers according to self-stored information of the first storage volume and the third storage volume, and meanwhile cancelling the enumeration for the storage volume where the bootstrap exists.

10. The wireless access method according to claim 8, wherein switching to the peripheral device mode comprises:
    initiating a timer after the wireless access device is powered on, switching to the peripheral device mode when the command which indicates to switch to the host mode is not received within a timing time, and enumerating the third storage volume as a driver according to the self-stored information of the third storage volume;
    transmitting, by a computer device, a command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the wireless access device by running an encryption driver management software or a device management software; or
    transmitting, by the computer device, the command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the wireless access device by running the encryption driver management software or the device management software and inputting authentication information which is successfully authenticated by a device security module, and enumerating, by the wireless access device, the wireless module as a driver.

11. The wireless access method according to claim 8, wherein the wireless access device comprises a second storage volume for storing user data, the method further comprises:
    switching to the host mode, enumerating the second storage volume as a driver when the wireless access device enumerates the first storage volume, the third storage volume and the wireless module as drivers and when information of the second storage volume indicates to participate in the enumeration; and
    switching to the peripheral device mode, enumerating, by the wireless access device, the third storage volume as a driver, and transmitting, by the computer device, a command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the wireless access device;
    and enumerating, by the wireless access device, the second storage volume as a driver according to self-stored information of the second storage volume which indicates to participate in the enumeration, and meanwhile enumerating the wireless module as a driver.

12. The wireless access method according to claim 11, wherein powering on the wireless access device comprises:
    reading, by the wireless access device, an interface level of a device interface connected to the computer device, and the wireless access device is powered on when the interface level is high.

13. The wireless access device according to claim 2, wherein the solid state memory further comprises a second storage volume for storing user data;
    the enumeration management module is configured to enumerate the second storage volume as a driver when the wireless access device is in the host mode and information of the second storage volume indicates to participate in the enumeration and when the first storage volume, the third storage volume and the wireless module are enumerated as drivers; and the enumeration management module transmits the received command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the driver management module after enumerating the third storage volume as a driver in the peripheral device mode, enumerates the second storage volume as a driver according to the returned information of the second storage volume which indicates to participate in the enumeration, and meanwhile enumerates the wireless module as a driver; and
    the driver management module is configured to receive the command which indicates to enumerate continuously and transmits the information of the second storage volume to the enumeration management module.

14. The wireless access device according to claim 3, wherein the solid state memory further comprises a second storage volume for storing user data;
    the enumeration management module is configured to enumerate the second storage volume as a driver when the wireless access device is in the host mode and information of the second storage volume indicates to participate in the enumeration and when the first storage volume, the third storage volume and the wireless module are enumerated as drivers; and the enumeration management module transmits the received command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the driver management module after enumerating the third storage volume as a driver in the peripheral device mode, enumerates the second storage volume as a driver according to the returned information of the second storage volume which indicates to participate in the enumeration, and meanwhile enumerates the wireless module as a driver; and
    the driver management module is configured to receive the command which indicates to enumerate continuously and transmits the information of the second storage volume to the enumeration management module.

15. The wireless access device according to claim 13, further comprising:
    a device security module configured to receive user inputted authentication information transmitted by the encryption driver management software or the device management software, and transmit information of successful authentication to the encryption management software or the device management software after the successful authentication, and the encryption driver management software or the device management software transmits the command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the enumeration management module.

16. The wireless access device according to claim 14, further comprising:
    a device security module configured to receive user inputted authentication information transmitted by the encryption driver management software or the device
management software, and transmit information of successful authentication to the encryption management software or the device management software after the successful authentication, and the encryption driver management software or the device management software transmits the command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the enumeration management module.

17. The wireless access device according to claim 15, wherein the device security module is further configured to receive the authentication information transmitted by the operating system, confirming the successful authentication and allowing the user to log in the operating system, log in the cloud and access to the network through the operating system when logging in the operating system, logging in the cloud and accessing to the network through the operating system in the host mode; and the device security module is further configured to log in the cloud and access to the network through the operating system and the wireless module, receive the authentication information transmitted by the wireless module, confirm the successful authentication and allow the user to log in the cloud and access to the network in the peripheral device mode.

18. The wireless access device according to claim 16, wherein the device security module is further configured to receive the authentication information transmitted by the operating system, confirming the successful authentication and allowing the user to log in the operating system, log in the cloud and access to the network through the operating system when logging in the operating system, logging in the cloud and accessing to the network through the operating system in the host mode; and the device security module is further configured to log in the cloud and access to the network through the operating system and the wireless module, receive the authentication information transmitted by the wireless module, confirm the successful authentication and allow the user to log in the cloud and access to the network in the peripheral device mode.

19. The wireless access device according to claim 2, further comprising:

- a device interface configured to provide a channel to connect with the computer device, wherein a level of a circuit of the channel is high after the device interface is powered on; and
- the enumeration management module is connected with the device interface, and the wireless access device is powered on when it is determined that the level of the circuit connected with the device interface is high.

20. The wireless access device according to claim 3, further comprising:

- a device interface configured to provide a channel to connect with the computer device, wherein a level of a circuit of the channel is high after the device interface is powered on; and
- the enumeration management module is connected with the device interface, and the wireless access device is powered on when it is determined that the level of the circuit connected with the device interface is high.

21. The wireless access method according to claim 9, wherein the wireless access device comprises a second storage volume for storing user data, the method further comprises:

- switching to the host mode, enumerating the second storage volume as a driver when the wireless access device enumerates the first storage volume, the third storage volume and the wireless module as drivers and when information of the second storage volume indicates to participate in the enumeration;
- switching to the peripheral device mode, enumerating, by the wireless access device, the third storage volume as a driver, and transmitting, by the computer device, a command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the wireless access device; and enumerating, by the wireless access device, the second storage volume as a driver according to self-stored information of the second storage volume which indicates to participate in the enumeration, and meanwhile enumerating the wireless module as a driver.

22. The wireless access method according to claim 10, wherein the wireless access device comprises a second storage volume for storing user data, the method further comprises:

- switching to the host mode, enumerating the second storage volume as a driver when the wireless access device enumerates the first storage volume, the third storage volume and the wireless module as drivers and when information of the second storage volume indicates to participate in the enumeration;
- switching to the peripheral device mode, enumerating, by the wireless access device, the third storage volume as a driver, and transmitting, by the computer device, a command which indicates to enumerate continuously to the wireless access device; and enumerating, by the wireless access device, the second storage volume as a driver according to self-stored information of the second storage volume which indicates to participate in the enumeration, and meanwhile enumerating the wireless module as a driver.

23. The wireless access method according to claim 21, wherein powering on the wireless access device comprises:

- reading, by the wireless access device, an interface level of a device interface connected to the computer device, and the wireless access device is powered on when the interface level is high.

24. The wireless access method according to claim 22, wherein powering on the wireless access device comprises:

- reading, by the wireless access device, an interface level of a device interface connected to the computer device, and the wireless access device is powered on when the interface level is high.

* * * * *